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'Blackout' protests

T3T

M

prompt changes in
SOPA and PIPA
Jenny White
A ssistan t New s Editor

■-

f you tried to bring up a page on
Wikipedia Jan. 18, and instead were
greeted by a black-and-white screen,
.you were witnessing the beginning of
what will happen if the Stop Online Piracy
Act (SOPA) and Protect IP Act (PIPA) are
passed by Congress.
Last Wednesday, several major web
browsers and search engines such as
Google and Reddit chose to “black out”
the tops of their pages in solidarity with the
protest of online anti-piracy bills SOPA and
PIPA. These bills will allow the govern
ment to monitor online content if passed in
Congress.
SOPA (Stop Online Piracy Actfls primar
ily supported by film and musfe organiza
tions, who claim their busineslls suffering
due to online piracy. If passed, SOPA will
require Internet service providers ¡(ISPs)
to block access to foreign websites that in
fringe on copyrights to media and other in
formation. The second part of the bill raises
the penalty for the selling of counterfeit
drugs and other goods.
On Saturday,
Although opinions are varied as to the
eight “un: ,
actual SOPA bill, many believed the Jan.
superheroes”
18 blackout to be a strange protest methl
will compete
od. Chris Dodd, chairman of the Motion
for the title
Picture Association of America (MPAA);
of Mr. ONU.
denounced the blackout in a Jan. 19 CNN
Sophomore
article saying, “[It’s] an irresponsible re
Kyle Miller
sponse and a disservice to people who rely
(pictured);
•
on [the sites] for information and [who] use
also known
their services.” as Penguin
On Jan 18, Wikipedia’s page was black
Man, prepares
and contained the catchphrase “Imagine a
to
fight his
world without free knowledge.” It also pro
competitors
vided a link to information about the two
to win the
congressional bills and information on con
award.
tacting lawmakers.
Due to the internet “blackout” protests,
SOPA and PIPA are losing their support, ac
cording to The New York Times on Jan. 18.
One key requirement of SOPA has recently
been eliminated from the bill: the govern
ment’s ability to block certain domain
names.
Morgan McCririe
Discussion of the bills has been post
poned. SOPA might not receive a hearing
Staff Writer
until February, while PIPA may be dis
cussed in late January. However, those The weather this winter has been far from
dates are subject to constant change, and the typical.
bills are being amended, according to a Jan.
The average daily high for Chicago dur- i
20 CNN article.
mg January, the coolest month of the year,
Some supports of SOPA have begun is fyM degrees Fahrenheit, according to
backing down from their position, such Weather.com. This January, however, has
as Congressman Lee Terry, an original been much different.
co-sponsor of SOPA. According to CNN
With more than half of this month’s tem
on Jan. 19, Terry said in a Facebook post: peratures in the 40s and higher, students
“Thank you for your concern about SOPA. I have been enjoying the unseasonably warm
have asked to have my name removed from weather this January.
the bill. However, the economic impact of
The recent snowfall on Jan. 12 and Jan.
IP theft is real and a solution is needed.”
20 has caused mixed feelings among stu
Some attribute SOPA’s loss of support to dents.
the online protests this past week.
Junior Sean Ports was not pleased when
“Before it looked like it would pass with he looked outside.
80 votes, and now [the online protest]
“When I woke up and it was snowing I
looks like something that will suck the was like, ‘Really?”’ he said.
votes away,” a Senate Democratic aide told
Other students wished the snow had
CNN’s Political Ticker. “We’re at a tipping come a month earlier.
point. It will either become a huge issue or
“I would have preferred snow on Christ
die down a bit and that will determine the mas, but now I don’t mind if there isn’t
future of this.”
any,” sophomore Melanie Breunig said.
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Students welcome winter weather
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degree-utilizing job
after graduation
-Page 4

Still other students welcomed the snow.
Appropriately, junior Lauren Winters’ fa
vorite season is winter; She said she likes
how the snow makes it feel like winter now
and how ififdresses everything up.fpjji
The weather has been following a La
Nifia pattern, according to communication
professor and ABC 7 Chicago meteorolo
gist Mark Bishop.
“La Nifia episodes change global weather
patterns and are associated with less mois

ture in the air over cooler ocean waters,”
according to Redorbit.com.
Bishop added that although weather fol
lowing the La Nifia pattern is not easily
predictable, he would not rule out more
stretches
He added that, although the weather is
not easily predictable, he would not rule out
more stretches of wanner days. With this
weather pattern, fluctuations between cold
and mild weather can be expected, he said.
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Despite recent snowfall, the weather is warm once again after a thunder
storm hit Bourbonnais Sunday night
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Two young children were
killed in an apartment fire
in the far south side of Chi
cago Jan. 23.
The fire started when
two of the. children living
in the apartment tried to
warm up a pizza on the top
of the stove. The 6-yearold child and the mother
made it out of the apart
ment alive.
The mother, Alicia
Myles, was awakened by
smoke alarms at 3:15 a.m.
She took the 6-year-old
out of the building to safe
ty but was unable to open
the door to save the other
two children.
A police sergeant and
a tow truck driver tried
to reach the two children
but couldn’t. Firefighters
found the bodies of the
3-year-old and 1-year-old
in the apartment.

16-year-old sailor Laura
Dekker recently com
pleted her historic voyage
around the world.
Although other teenag
ers have completed simi
lar voyages, Dekker is the
youngest sailor to date to
complete the around-theworld journey alone.
Dekker’s trek has been
controversial.
In 2009, a Dutch court
ruled that she could not sail
around the world because
she did not have enough
experience or knowledge
to do so.
After braving storms,
unfamiliar ports and dan-1
geous reefs, Dekker feels
she has proven the govern
ment wrong.
“I have almost circum
vented the whole world.
The idea is slowly sinking
in.” she said.

The Costa Concordia
cruise ship ran aground
on Jan. 13 off the Tuscan
island of Giglio near Italy.
The captain of the ship
reportedly veered offcourse and hit a reeft forc
ing the 4,200 passengers
and crew on board to evac
uate.
The cruise line, Costa
Cruises, is now respon
sible for the deaths of at
least 16 passengers, while
17 people remain unac
counted for.
“Unfounded” news re
ports have surfaced that
Costa Cruises is offering a
30-percent discount to res
cued passengers; however,
the company recently re
leased a statement claim-1
mg this is not true.
A class action against
Costa Cruises will be filed
soon in Miami.

Stock
market
prices
dropped Tuesday due to
European leaders’ refusal
to cooperate with Greek
bondholders on a deal that
was neefessary to cut Ath
ens’ debt.
After nearly 10 hours
o f ; conversing on Mon
day, finance ministers of’
countries using the euro
announced Greece would
pay less than 4 percent
interest on the new bond
creditors.
This deal is meant to
cut Greece’s debt by about
100 billion euros ($130
billion).
Because of the extreme
hit the euro took, and the
European debt crisis over
the past few months, Eu
ropean leaders have prom
ised that bondholders will
not be asked to take losses
ever again.

Rising wealth and fishing
subsidies in the Philip
pines caused an exploita
tion of the world’s fish
population. Pollution and
climate changes also dam
aged this resource.
The U.N. Environ*
ment Programme said the
ways the fish resources
are dealt with need to be
pltered to protect it. They
Mdommend less destruc
tive ways of fishing that
use more labor and lesil
energy.
Efforts are being made
by the U.N. Environment
Programme to clean up the
oceans and rivers.
The agency is leading a
five-day conference con
sisting of experts and offi-1
cials from 70 governmental
to try to resolve the prob
lem of the resource deple
tion.
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ABOUT GUMMERGLASS
The GUmmerGlass is the official
newspaper of the Associated Students
of Olivet Nazarene University and ai
member of the Illinois College Press i
Association. The opinions expressed
in the GUmmerGlass ate those of each
writer and are not necessarily held
by the Associated Students Council,
| faculty, administration or studetlts of
Olivet Nazarene University.
Until 1941, the university news
paper was known simply as Olivet
[ News. Former adviser Bertha Suppléé
proposed the name GUmmerGlass af
ter visiting upstate New York, where
she discovered a lake with the same
name. The lake was as clear as glass
and “glimmered” in the breeze. The
newspaper staff adopted die name in
spring of 1941, with the vision that it
would symbolize the paper’s mission
to reflect the truth and the values of
Olivet Nazarene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GUmmerGlass encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters must be
signed and sent to the GUmmerGlass
at campus box 6024 or e-mailed to
glimmerglass@olivet.edu. The editor
reserves the right to edit letters for
content, style and length. Publication
is not guaranteed. Further inquiries
may be addressed by calling the Glim- ;
merGlass office at campus extension
5315.

-Chicago Tribune

-CNN

-Fox News

-ABC News

-Associated Press

Occupy Nigeria fueled by subsidy protests
Jenny White
Assistant News fiditor

soldiers fired over the heads of
marchers, but no one was shot, ac
cording to CNN on Jan. 12.
igerian president Goodluck
Despite this demonstration of
Jonathan announced Jan. 16 military threat, Yinka Odumakin,
the government would reduce spokesman of the Save Nige
gasoline prices in the country.
ria Group, questioned the move
Proteste broke out in Nigeria at because the protests have been
the beginning of January over the peaceful.
country’s removal of its fuel sub
The threat of these protests has
sidy, resulting in a spike in gaso been brewing for months. Despite
line prices, according to an article being one of Africa’s oil giants,
in Time magazine on Jan. 12.
Nigeria itself has no working re
Since J a n : j ^ protest have fineries and relies on imports for
spread across file nation and have its oil. Nigerians say this is the last
undergone different stages in se straw in a country that is rich with
verity. Nigerian soldiers were de oil reserves, but whose people live
ployed in various cities, with the on less than $2 a day, according to
majority sent to the financial and U.N. statistics cited in a Jan. 12
political epicenter of Lagos to de CNN article.
mand compliance with union poli
Protestors say. they will not quit
cies regarding the raising of fuel until they see gas prices return to
prices.
$1.70 per gallon, according to ocDeploying soldiers to the streets cupywallst.org.
stopped demonstrators from
Union leaders have called the
gathering in Lagos. At one point " protests a victory for unions and

N

Protestors are speakiftg out against the government
because of its use of military force to demand compliance.
have allowed its leaders to guide
the country’s policy on fuel sub
sidies while dropping gas prices
to about $2.27 per gallon. This is
an improvement from the initial
spike in prices, said a Jan. 10 ar
ticle on occupywallst.org.
Protestors are also speaking
out against the amount of govern
ment corruption in Nigeria. The
extensive use of military force to
demand compliance with new fuel

policies was a catalyst for outrage,
said one CNN article on Jan. 14.
The fuel-subsidy protests, or
ganized by Nigeria’s socialist and
labor movements, have taken on
the name Occupy Nigeria. The
protestors say this movement has
been way overdue, as the cost ol
living in Nigeria has risen expo
nentially over the past decade,
according to a Time magazine ar
ticle on Jan. 12.
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Planetarium show Glimmer
teaches technology Glances
- v
Destiny Mitchell
Staff Writer

Strickler Planetarium provides students with an better
understanding of the solar system and constellations.

Rec center
construction
on schedule

Students and guests took a roller
coaster' ride through space on
Saturday, Jan. 14, during the first
planetarium show of the semester,
The feature was an educational program titled “Dawn of the
Space Age,” which taught about
the advancements made in space
technology since the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik I in 1957.
The film was played on the
dome of Strickler Planetarium,
placing the audience in the middle
of the action.
Afterward, operator Corey
Holtz explained the night sky,
pointing out and naming several
constellations, including Ursa
Major, Ursa Minor and Orion,
Holtz is a senior at Olivet and has
been an operator at the planetarium since the fall of 2010.
“My favorite show to operate
is probably the Christmas show,fe
“The Stars of Christmas■ he
said. “In [that show] I talk about
the winter night sky and some
constellations that are visible,
and then move on to talk about
what the star of Bethlehem near
the time of Jesus’ birth may have
actually been like. It’s a good opportunity to explore some of the
historical aspects of the event of
Christ’s birth.”
Strickler was constructed in the

late 1960a, around the same time
that the Reed Hall of Science was
built, according to Stephen Case,
planetarium director and science
professor. These structures were
formed to emphasize science education in the days of the space
race,
“We’ve been a fixture in the
ONU and Bourbonnais community, educating students and the
public about astronomy for over
40 years,” Case proudly said..
The program on Jan. 14 ended
with a very realistic simulation
of a roller coaster ride through
space, complete with dozens of
twists and turns. Using visual and
aural stimuli, the animation gave
the audience the illusion of actually being in a roller coaster cart
careening down the tracks.
“It was scary!« said attendee
and freshman JT Cummings,
Attendance for the 9 p.m. showing was low —only seven people,
“Low attendance is sometimes
discouraging, but the [Jan. 14]
show was not publicized as well
as other shows,” Holtz said,
Regardless of the small audience, the program still made a
significant impact on those who
went.
“The show provided me with a
vast new perspective of the Cold
War and the race to space,” Cummings said. “I found it very inters
esting and really entertaining.”

A ssistant O pinion Editor

Construction of the Student Life
and Recreation Center on the
north side of campus is moving
along on schedule, despite bizarre
weather conditions.
The unusually warm tempera
tures of the past few weeks have
benefitted construction.
“It was the optimal situation,”
said Matt Smith, Director of Cam
pus Recreation.
Currently concrete is being laid
down on each of the floors and
the basement since the structural
framing is complete.
Geothermal and cooling sys
tems have been installed under the
grassy field on the other side of
Weber parking lot. The windows
of the rec center have also been
covered so the building would be
enclosed, making it more weath
er friendly for the construction
workers, Smith explained.
He added that the recent snow
fall and drop in temperatures
shouldn’t affect the pace at Which
the workers are moving, since the
heating system used to transport
the concrete is not affected by
weather conditions.
The Student Life and Recre
ation Center is still set to be com
pleted and opened on December
12,2012 at 12:12am.

Spoons b F orks
Com edy N i g h t
i n W is n e r

Daw n o f -fclie
S p a c e A ge

Mr. ONU

Wireless upgrade
nearing completion
d an
28-tii

Nicole Lafond
News Editor

C.J. Frye

f r

. The IT department has installed
around 530 of 650 new wireless
Internet access points in residen
tial and non-residential buildings
on campus, putting the progress of
the campus-wide wireless upgrade
ahead of schedule.
The installation of the new ac
cess points, or wireless Internet
routers, began last semester. The
IT department has installed rout
ers in all residential areas on cam
pus and is halfway finished with
the non-residential buildings.
The upgrade is still set to be
complete by May 20 i 2 but is
anticipated to be done by midMarch, according to IT network
analyst Mark Green.
Once the department finishes
putting access points in non-resi-j
dential buildings, they will install
them outdoors and will continue
to fine tune each device.
“Fine tuning means we will be
adjusting the power and chan
nel settings on the access points
for better coverage with the least
amount of interference possible,
which should result in a stable and
high quality connection for every-,
one,” Green explained.
Green is very pleased with the
progress of the project and the
feedback he has gotten.
“I have had a few students and
RDs tell me they are very happy
with the results,” he said.

Band winter
Sh o w case

Once the upgrade is complete, students will have better
wireless Internet access in many campus locations.
Some students have already
noticed the improvements, espe
cially in residential areas.
Junior Becca Phipps, who pre
viously told the GlimmerGlass
she resorted to looking things up
on her phone instead of using the
wireless connection in her apart
ment, has seen a change in the
speed of the Internet in the Oaks.
This area was one of the worst
connection areas on campus,
Green said in the Oct. 20 issue of
the GlimmerGlass.
“Rarely do I have problems
with [the Oaks’ wireless] any
more,” Phipps said. “Actually, it
works better than the wireless in
the library.”
Sophomore and IT employee

Ron Gamache said the upgrade
was necessary and successful.
“The connection speed of the
wireless Internet after the upgrade
is at least twice as fast,” he said.
“It should give students the free
dom to stay connected, without
the wire.”
Upgrade completion is moving
along, but it is not finished. Green
advises students, faculty and staff
to communicate with the IT de
partment if they feel the wireless
coverage isn’t performing as ex
pected. The department will con
tinue to work on fine tuning the
coverage in each building.
“Bear with us,” he said, “as we
are working to get the settings just
right.”

Winter
Revival
fe to

Opinion
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How to get a job after graduation
Everything you need to know about resumes, interviews and the real world
^Jordan Lewis
wo to five years of experience,
three to six years of experience, or
my personal favorite: five to seven
years of experience.
While each phrase says it a little differ
ently, they all mean the same thing: you’re
not getting your dream job straight out of
college.
I’ve seen these phrases upwards of a hun
dred times as I began my job search only a
few months ago. If you, like me, are getting
ready to turn that tassel, you’ve probably
met the same types Qf rejections I have.
But why does it have to be like this? Why
is job searching such a daunting task? With
graduation right around the comer for many
seniors, I’ve come up with some tips to help
along the way, tips that hopefully will land
you that dream job.
There are a few things that I would rec
ommend doing prior to ever actually step
ping foot (or pointy-toed heel) inside an
interview.
First, make sure you have a professional
voicemail message and e-mail address.
No-future employer wants to leave a
voicemail for someone whose answering
machine sounds like a scene from an in
dependent film, with lots of breathing and
talking in the background, said Richard
Bolles, author of a practical manual for job
hunting.
The same goes for e-mail. A variation of
your first and last name is far more impres
sive than some lame joke.
Second, make sure you have a resume
and cover letter. Each time you apply for a
job, customize them for the job for which
you are applying. This may mean empha

sizing certain talents or jobs you’ve previ
ously held, Bolles said.
Spell check, twice or three times if you
spell like I do. Print your resume on paper
that is nicer than plain white Benner Li
brary paper. It will show your future em-!
ployer that you care.
Resumes are fairly easy to make, but it
takes some time to make sure yours is pro
fessional and informative, according to
Alexandra Levit, author of the book “New
Job, New You.” If you’re having trouble
creating your resume, ask someone for help
or visit Career Services. There are lots of
templates online too, but be careful, be
cause a lot of them are outdated and bland,
Levit said.
1
Third, utilize online technology. You can
search and apply for jobs on sites such as
Monster.com or CareerBuiIder.com. These
can be very helpful, and a great way to get
a feel for what type of jobs is available, ac
cording to Levit.
Fourth, you can increase your chances of
landing a job by forming personal connec
tions. Don’t be afraid to talk to people you
know to see if their company is hiring. You
can also talk to someone in your field. Get
ting to know people in your line of work
through internships or other experiences is
a great way to get into the business, Bolles
said.
Fifth, when you finally do get that inter
view, show up early, but not too early. I rec
ommend being in the parking lot 15 minutes
before your interview, but walking in only
five minutes early. If you show up too soon
it might seem like you got the time wrong,
and you’ll just end up standing awkwardly
by the water cooler wishing you’d polished
your shoes (don’t forget that).
Also, I like to use the time in the car to go

over some of the questions the interviewer
might ask and what answers I would give.
These questions may include: “Why do you
think you’d be a good fit for this job?” or
“What qualities do you have that would
benefit this establishment?”
Sixth, dress professionally, but not like
you’re trying too hard. Black is seen as a
power color, according to Bolles. If you
show up in an all-black suit and the per
son interviewing you is in khakis, he or she
might feel threatened or may think you are
overqualified for the job;
Instead, guys should wear black pants, a
simple colored shirt and tie. Blue is usually
seen as a good color, and it looks good on
almost everyone.
For girls, wearing charcoal, black or gray
pants and a button-up shirt is very appropri
ate, with moderate heels. Remember Mur
phy’s Law - “If anything can go wrong,
it will” - and donppick heels that are too
high.
Murphy’s Law also applies for cell
phones. Just leave k in the car. If you bring
it inside, undoubtedly your roommate will
call you to ask a very unimportant question,
which you don’t need while trying to an
swer a far more important question for the
interviewer.
Finally, remember you probably will not
land your dream job the second you drive
away from Olivet, and that’s OK. Your
dream job probably requires five to seven
years of experience at the very least.
Instead, the way to get there is to take an
entry-level job or internship at a company
that is in the field of your dream job. Before
long you’ll have that five to seven years of
experience that everyone seems to want.
Now go out,- hit the pavement and start
searching.

A wonderful magic is inevitably in the air
every New Year’s Eve. It comes in different
forms for different people. But the source
of this magic comes from the same place,
regardless of age, race, gender or other dif
ferences. It comes from the stirring of our
spirits to be better, to hope for something
more. “New Year’s Eve” shows this mag
ic through the stories of a variety of New
Yorkers.
The most obvious lesson to be learned
from a movie about New Year’s Eve is
learning to believe in the ability to change,
as many people resolve to make a change
in their lifestyle during the upcoming year.
Resolutions may or may not be held
throughout the new year, because some
people are unable to keep the focus to con
tinue their grand plans. But that doesn’t

change the initial magic they felt that stirred
their spirits.
Resolutions are arguably a bad idea
because of how many people break them,
but the broken ones seem to usually occur
when people have the wrong focus in the
first place.
In the film “New Year’s Eve” one woman
completed her bucket list of resolutions
in one day. Many of the tasks on her list
seemed impossible to accomplish in one
day, such as walking the five boroughs in
New York City. But because she believed
the impossible could be done, her resolu
tions were fulfilled.
Likewise, through Christ, all things are
possible. Although the resolutions in “New
Year’s Eve” were not God-centered, they
were still focused on believing in some
thing bigger than oneself, such as love,
hope or humility.
For example, one character patiently
waited a year to meet the , woman of his
dreams. During their first encounter a year
before, she told him if he came back a year

later to that same place and still wanted to
be with her, then she would be with him. He
waited an entire year because he believed
there was something bigger than the temp
tations he had to be with other girls or to not
show up at the meeting place. Nevertheless,
the man chose to be patient for the woman
and it ended up bearing fruit.
This story shows that when we wait pa
tiently for tiie right people, they will not let
us down. When we wait patiently for God
to fulfill our broken dreams, He will renew
them to something even better.
Having God at the center of our resolu
tions is the true solution for change and the
only real reason wé should ever change
to be more Christlike and align our desires
with the bigger plan at work.
There is a magic in the air every New
Year’s Eve, and though the magic in this
film might be cliché or cheesy, it offers the
idea that the resolutions of our stories are
more likely to be fulfilled if they are cen
tered on believing in something bigger than
ourselves.

Staff Writer

Dream on
Jimmy Phillips

Public schools think they are so special.
A couple of Mondays ago, they got a
day off to commemorate the life of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. We, however, are
much cooler than that. Rather than give
into that deadly vice of sloth, we worked
hard all-day and had the privilege of
celebrating with a traditional dinner of
southern cuisine.
I want to take this opportunity to
praise Sodexo for their heartfelt expres
sion of cultural awareness. As a Yan
kee, it is so rare for me to be treated to
the delicacies of the African American
people. Normally, I am stuck eating hot
dogs and apple pie, so I loved gorging
on fried chicken, collard greens, fried
potatoes and combread. Too bad there
was no watermelon or Kool-Aid.
Now, I’ve heard people bellyaching
about the dinner. Those dissenters.argue
that fried chicken is stereotypical, that
not all African Americans enjoy deep
fried meat. Those dissenters are wrong.
Black people, like white people, could
and should be treated like a homogenous
and uniform block of same-minded indi
viduals.
This brings me to the heart of Dr.
King’s work. He strove for more than
just racial equality. He fought for the
integration of African Americans. That
integration, by necessity, must include
culture. If we want to honor King,
shouldn’t we be eating KFC, listen
ing to rap music and voting for Barack
Obama?
No. We have arrived at the apex of
societal stupidity. As a nation that claims
to be sensitive, we have distorted issues
like that of race into their ugliest pos
sible caricature. We have become so
consumed by political correctness that
we ignore the true issues of racism in ex
change for trite and sensational sound
bites of tactless vocabulary. Racism still
exists. Maybe not the in-your-face style
of the Klan or Jim Crow, but it’s there. If
you care to witness 21st century racism,
look no further than Kankakee.
In Kankakee, 28.7 percent of all
people live below poverty, according
to city-data.com. This is well above the
national average of 15 percent. Further
more, 51.8 percent of all African Ameri
cans in Kankakee live below the poverty
line. According to the National Poverty
Center, 27.4 and 26.6 percent of Blacks
and Hispanics respectively, compared to
9.9 percent of whites, are impoverished.
If we want to honor Dr. King, it should
be by ending the endemic poverty and
institutionalized discrimination, which
disproportionately affect racial and eth
nic minorities. Can we please not focus
on the problems of a bygone generation
and rather turn our attention to the issues
facing ours? Jesus didn’t like seeing
people in poverty. Neither did Dr. King.
Neither do I. Neither should you.
Please, don’t be ignorant.
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Moving beyond partisanship
Ryan Dykhouse
Contributing Writer

wenty-seven percent of all Con
gressional communications in
volve taunting the other side,
according to a team ® Harvard
University researchers, Out of every 10
communications, approximatehBthree in
volve taunting the other side. Is it any sur
prise our country is stalled in legislative
gridlock?;;
In the past several years, America has
experienced some of the hardest economic
times in living memory. Because of the fi
nancial collapse and policy decisions, our
national debt has soared f | levels that could
pose further economic troubles. Instead
of taking productive action toward solu
tions to our economic woes and national
debt, Congre!|j has been locked in gridlock,
taunting each other and playing the politi
cal game. Even a special debt commission,
given specific guidelines and powers to cut
the budget deficit, was unable to come to
constructive action.
I believe partisanship is at a level not seen
since the Civil War. Bill Galston, a former
advisor to President Clinton, agrees.
“The polarization between the parties

T

reached its highest level in more than a cen
tury,” he said in a Dec. 30 article in U.S.
News and World RepojsLyf;
The adverse affect this polarization has
had upon the political process'and the oven*
all health of the Ufaited States is incalcu
lable. It may sound like a “kumbaya” mo
ment, but I believe the time to end political
partisan games and work together is now.
Many refer back to the statistic of 27 per
cent taunting or the highest levels ^ f parti
sanship in a century and
*Tt is impos
sible to work together. The political system
is broken.”
I can recall a recent bill, however, that
garnered plenty of bipartisan support: the
Stop Online Piracy Act. Yet, this is not the
kind of bipartisanship Aaiericans want.
Why'Is it Congress can work together on
unpopular bills, but remains divided on
popular legislative goals?
Tuesday night&s State of the Union ad
dress saw members of the legislative, judi
cial and executive branch come together, sit
in a mostly bipartisan arrangement and lis
ten to a speech encouraging bipartisan ac
tion. President Barack Obama urged Con
gress to take up the example of the military
and “focus on the mission at hand.”
“This nation is great because we get

each- other’s backs,” Obama said. “And if
we hold fast to that truth, in this moment
of trial,' there is no challenge too great; no
mission too hard.”
Indiana Gov;;Mitch Daniels agreed in
his response to Obama that what we need
are bipartisan efforts in areas such as tax
reform and domestic energy sustainabilitH
Even though the language in each speech
had elements of partisanship, each states
man had similar solutions to key issues fac
ing our nation.
This election season; instead of voting for
whoever can point fingers the best or who
ever has the best attack ads, I suggest we
focus on politicians who can work together
to accomplish legislation that will enable
real change and real progress as a nation.
Whether it is tax reform, energy indepen
dence or keeping pur country safe, there are
things that every American can agree with,
left or right, Republican or Democrat. And
the sooner we move beyond partisanship
and work together, the sooner we> will be
able to progress toward a brighter future for
every United States citizen.
Ryan Dykhouse is a political science ma
jo r and can be reached at rdykhouswjtve.
olivet.edu.

Sodexo as a business
at the exact point when the company starts
to
lose money.
Contributing Writer
In order for Sodexo to ensure that they
“I can’t believe I have to eat this every day.” simply break even, they have to take a num
ber of factors into account.
“I pay $8 a meal for thisPj|||
- First, they have to provide students with
.“Baked Captain Crunch isn’t dessert.”*;
I have muttered all three of these state nutritious, high quality and a variety of
ments regarding the company that provides foods. At the same time, they have to pro
vide us witMood that doesn’t draw s^much
our food service here on campus.
It’s no secret that the attitude toward So demand that it causes them to lose money.
I am on the food service committee here
dexo is generally negative around campus.
However, I’m writing this article to make at Olivet. During one meeting, Sodexo’s
a case for students to have a more sympa new general manager gave an example of a
thetic viewpoint toward the people who situation where a decision to change some
work hard to provide us with quality meals thing ended up costing the company a sig
nificant amount of money.
almost each and every day.
For example, when they decided to
Some people may wonder why Sodexo
doesn’t constantly offer us five-star meals change the type of bread served in the sand
on a dailyibasis. To understand the reason wich line, Sodexo lost more than $400 in a
for this, one has to understand the differ single day. If they had stayed with the origi
ence between the type of business that So nal bread, they would have at least broken
dexo runs and the type of business that a even.
In other words, it doesn’t make financial
typical restaurant runs.
A restaurant is able to charge its custom sense for Sodexo to haVe its employees use
ers after they order using food prices that organic cage-free large eggs to make every
are calculated based on the cost of ingre single omelet, because they would undoubt
dients, labor and miscellaneous other ex edly lose money due to the nature of the
business.
penses that went into the meal.
Now, I am not citing the bread example to
This ensures that, as long as the restau
rant has enough customers to cover their justify poor food quality. Actually, I know
fixed costs, the restaurant comes out at a for a fact that Sodexo’s leaders and manag
profit. Sodexo, on the other hand, runs its ers spend countless hours coming up with
business at Olivet largely through a buffet- new ideas to provide students with the best
possible food here on campus.
style food service.
They are receptive to our ideas as well, A
Students pay for all their meals up front,
and since they utilize the buffet-style meals, number of changes have taken place since
Sodexo can’t cap the amount we consume the start of the school year, including a new

Shane Emaus

salad bar setup, new stir-fry options, health
ier main-line options, a restored ice cream
machine, phenomenal curly fries and sweet
potato frfes in Red Room, new flatbread
pizzas in the retail stores, a new variety of
items in Nesbitt, as well as chicken nuggets
evgrjj single Friday.
S o fe o isn’t perfect. Everyone has had a
bad experience with the food service here
in one v&fe or another. But it’s important to
understand Sodexo iisa business, and they
are doing their absolute best to provide us
with quality meals.
Consider the following: We have the big
gest dining room with the largest variety of
foods out of any o f the Nazarene universi
ties, two great coffee shops that are cheaper
than Starbucks in the center of our campus,
a quality to-go option in Nesbitt* and subs
in Tiger Den that can stand toe-to-toe with
Subway any day.
We really do have a good thing going
here, and under the leadership of new gen
eral manager Jeff Hilligoss^H can assure
you that things are only getting better.
Most of the changes I listed have come
as a result of our food service committee
feedback. If you have any suggestions you
would like me to relay to Sodexo manage
ment, send me an e-mail, because they do
listen.
Shane Emaus Is a senior double majoring
in accounting and economicsffinance and is
the VP ofF inance o f the Associated Student
Council. He can be reached at sematis@
live.olivet.edu.

Operation
Snow Patrol
In the past two weeks, Bourbonnais has
gotten more snow than it has in the past
two months. Last Friday, more than 6
inches of snow fell in 10 hours, accord
ing to the Kankakee Daily Journal on
Jan. 21.
Most of that snow sat on the pave
ment for days, making the journey to
and from campus a treacherous trek for
students, faculty and staff.
As hardworking as our Physical Plant
staff
I can’t help but point out that
slow snow removal is an issue on our
campus.
According to director Matt Whitis,
Physical Plant has 59 employees, plus
70 student workers.
Of those 70 workers, who are em
ployed in areas such as maintenance
and custodial services, 18 of them work
specifically with campus grounds. Some
are regular employees, while others are
called in specifically to remove snow
when we get a decent snowfall.
In fact, fulltime employees from mul
tiple areas of Physical P lants grounds,
carpentry, plumbing, etc. - help clear
snow when a storm hits like it did last
Friday.
Why, then, do many students end up
walking in each other «[footprints to get
to class because the sidewalks aren’t
cleared?
I propose that administrators create a
“Snow Patrol” manned entirely by stu
dent workers. Groups of these students
would be called in on days with heavy
snowfall to plow, blow and shovel snow
to clear the parking lots and walkways,
to and throughout campus.
This would take some of the respon
sibility off the fulltime Physical Plant
employees, who can enjoy a few extra
hours of sleep instead of coming in to
work early to clear snow.
. It also creates jobs for students who
may not be able to find work elsewhere.
The job market is bad enough for de
gree-holding graduates; • undergrads
need to start earning money now to tide
them over in case they are not hired im
mediately after graduation. Enter The
Snow Patrol.
Talk about stimulating the economy.
This proposition does not imply that
the Physical Plant is doing a poor job.
I think, considering the drastic weather
conditions of the past few weeks, they
have done a commendable job of keep
ing campus relatively clean.
I do, however, think efforts can be
made to clear snow faster and make
campus transportation more efficient, so
the next time we get a substantial snow
fall, we won’t be taken by storm.
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Mr. ONU's 'un-superheroes'
prepare for competition
Luverta Reames
Assistant Life Editor

the brightness of a full moon,” he
said.
Junior Matt Wilson’s prepara
tions are similar to Schwartz’s.
yle Miller wakes up His un-superhero is Manly Man
early every morning Man Man.
so he can spend half an
To become manlier, he began a
hour lying in the snow strict sleeping and eating sched
in order to better “adapt toule.
his en
He also started doing push
vironment,” and during the day he ups to Nick Lachey’s “SoulO”
practices waddling and sliding on album every morning.
his stomach.
Senior Michael Bishop, another
The sophomore is representing competitor, has been a Superman
Penguin Man in WRL’s “un-su fan for years and modeled his un
perhero” themed Mr. ONU com superhero after the Marvel legend.
petition.
Bishop is Mighty Man in the Mr.
“Un-superheroes are like the ONU competition.
superheroes that didn’t make the
“My focus is not on winning the
cut,”' explained Karyn Nichols, event, but on enjoying the process
VP for Women’s Residential Life.
The un-superheroes will be put
to the test Saturday, Jan. 28, at 7
Tfeel like I have been
p.m. in Chalfant.
The WRL council chose the really pushing the
show’s theme in November. They
then e-mailed ballots to the stu limits and knocking
dent body, asking them to vote for down walls in the
two men to represent each class in
whole Mr. ONU
the competition.
After the voting was complete, process.’
the chosen candidates decided on
their un-superheroes, each pos
sessing a unique personality and
talent.
and the time spent with the people
Since then, the guys have start involved,” he said.
ed taking on the persona of their
Bishop enjoyed the process by
un-superhero to prepare for the creating a back-story for his un
show.
superhero.
While Miller is waddling to pre
One little known fact, he men
pare for his part, freshman Derek tioned, is that the WRL council
Schwartz is napping.
spent almost its whole annual
Schwartz
un-superhero is budget to purchase a vat of chemi
Captain Copy C at To better un cals. Each of the contestants was
derstand his character, Schwartz then submerged into that vat in or
sleeps between classes and stays der to give them superpowers for
in bed past noon on weekends.
the show,“I feel like I have been really
“It worked well, but someone in
pushing the limits and knocking the biology department mistook it
down walls in the whole Mr. ONU for the turtle tub and dumped four
process,” Schwartz said about his turtles in the vat,” Bishop said.
training. “I don’t want to get any “Ever since we have been hear
one’s hopes up, but nobody will ing about tryouts for some mutant
be the same after what happens at turtle organization in the under
Mr. ONU this year.”"
ground conduits around campus.”
He warned students to be pre
The other Mr. ONU competi
pared for the “Best in Shorts” tors are senior Jacob Naldi, junior
portion of the competition, in Jeremy Height, sophomore Bran
which the men model attire for the don Klemm and freshman Tyler
crowd.
Abraham, whose un-superhero
“Let’s just say, Captain Copy identities will be revealed at the
Cat’s legs can replicate perfectly competition Saturday night.

*Un-superheroes

are like the
superheroes that
didn’t make
the cut.’

K

PHOTOS BY GJ FRYE

Above: Sophomore Kyle Miller, also known
as Penguin Man, gets into character for this
weekend’s Mr. ONU competition. To better
understand penguins, Miller practices
waddling and sliding on his stomach.
Right: Freshman Derek Schwartz works on
his dance moves for the Mr. ONU
competition on Jan. 28.
Below: (from left) Junior Matt Wilson, senior
Michael Bishop, senior Jacob Naldi and
sophomore Kyle Miller practice their dance
routine in Chapman’s basement.

Theology department adds option
Hannah Rowen
Staff Writer

Student Discount Card Accepted
Text "y u m m y " to 40491 to receive $5 off
your next purchase!
ON RT. 50
ON KENNEDY
IN FRONT OF
ACROSS FROM
Starbucks
Perry Farms
936-9393
935-7200

Non-Nazarene ministry majors
can now explore options beyond
the Nazarene church.
The School of Theology and
Christian Ministry has made a
change in classes offered this se
mester.
Christian Institutions, or THEO
473, is now an option for nonNazarene ministry students to take
in place of History, Mission, and
Polity of the Church of the Naza
rene.
Before this change, all students
on a ministry track had to take the
classes required for ordination in
the Chinch of the Nazarene.
Now non-Nazarene students
will have the tool? necessary to

minister in their own denomina
tion, and will no longer be re
quired to take the class that focus
es on Nazarene doctrine.
In the past the Christian Institu
tions class was offered, but stu
dents ¿fill had to take Nazarene-

‘I t’s cool that the
School o f Theology
and Christian
M inistry is cross
ing denominational
boundaries and
teaching students
classes other than
that o f the Nazarene.’,

focused classes, according to Carl
Leth, dean of the School of Theol
ogy and Christian Ministry
Leth hopes the change will help
“provide a more productive learn
ing experience for non-Nazarene
students.”
Many students are excited about
the change.
y. “It’s cool that the School of
Theology and Christian Ministry
is crossing denominational bound
aries and teaching students classes
other than that of the Nazarene
denomination,” said senior Des
mond Handson, a non-Nazarene
ministry student.
Even Nazarene students are
happy about the change.
“It is great that a variety of
classes are being offered,” said ju
nior Tyler Hubbell.
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Shopping spree for
blushina brides
Heather Mead
Staff Writer

unique spins. For example, The
Wedding Center provided an al
ternative guest book.
“Your guests sign the rocks and
Every little girl plans for it, dreams
for it and prays for i t They know drop it in a vase,” said employee
what dress they want to wear, Marla Edwards. “There are differ
what color flowers they will hold ent kinds of rocks you can get.”
Once visitors passed The Wed
and how big the cake will be.
But then the little girl grows up, j ding Center, they found two bakS
finds that “special someone” and erieis, .Nana’s Cakery and Bake
realizes how much work planning Shoppe and Cakes ‘N Lace Bak
the dress, flowers and cake will ery, both selling cakes as low as
$2.25 per serving.
be.
“We do cakes for all occasions.
Where can they start?
Kankakee is a good place to Our florist also does table ar
begin. On Jan. 15, at the Majestic rangements,” said Jane Stevens, a
Theatre, a bridal fair helped worn* Cakes ‘N Lace employee.
Nana’s Cakery provides cup
en plan their big days. Attendees
walked from table to table to view cakes, fruit tarts, cakes, cheese
over 20 venders, ranging from cakes, cookies, petit fours, éclairs
Busse and Rieck Flowers, Plants and cannolis to its customers.
Representatives from the bak
and Gifts to Motives Cosmetics to
eries and other vendors said they
Tom Holmes Photography.
Ifikome of the vendors took nor were wHling to travel to the wed
mal wedding items and gave them dings of brides who lived out of

the area, for a fee.
“I charge 50 cents per mile,
there and back,” said Kimberly
Jewell from Kimberly Jewel Pho
tography.
Blushing soon-to-be brides not
only shopped, but they also en
joyed a fashion show in which
models displayed attire for brides,
grooms, bridesmaids, mothers of
the bride and flower girls.
The fair also had bridal bingo.
Everyone who visited received a
paper of all the vendors and asked
each vendor to initial it by their
name. If the participant had ev
ery vendor’s initials, that person’l l
name was entered into a drawing,
with prizes provided bye vendors.
A bridal show like this can pro
vide convenient opportunities for
couples, because “all of the ven
dors are at one place,” said Brenda
eEuccollo, owner of the Majestic
Theatre.

Above and right: A bridal fair in Kankakee gives future
husbands and wives a chance to sample cakes and other
treats. Other bridal shows are ibm ing to the area in the
next few weeks. On Sunday, couples and singles can go to
the Bridal Expo 2012 at Northfield Square Mall in Bradley
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. or to Georgios Banquets in Orland
Park from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. Both events are free.
Another free fair will take place Feb. 19, at Aurora’s
Gaslight Manor Banquets from noon to 4 p.m.
More information can be found at weddingspaee.com.

D o yO U h a v e
w h á t it t a k e s
to w in ?
As students returned to Olivet, the school asked them
one question: *Got Game?”
The back-to-school event took place Jan. 13 at Hid
den Cove, where some students played soccer, dodgeball, ultimate Frisbee and other sports while others
relaxed or spent time playing arcade games.

The Cooks
Corner
Nate Spinnie
Contributing Writer
On some nights, the main line in Sodexo has what
might be meatloaf, but also bears a slight resem
blance to a Thai delicacy involving processed Spam
and curdled milk. What’s worse Still, you’ve already
eaten four burgers in three days, so that’s no longer
an option.
If you’d like something different to eat, I can rec
ommend creative ways to use everyday ingredients
found in the cafeteria to make your own unique
meals. So sit down, tuck in that napkin and enjoy to
day’s selection.
N e w Y o rk P h illy C h e e se ste a k

Most of the items you need for a Philly can be found
in the sandwich line. Ask the attendant for a hoagie
roM with roast beef, cheddar and provolone cheese,
onions, greens peppers and mayonnaise. You can
also get mushrooms from the sandwich line on cer
tain days or from the salad bar.
Once you have formed your sandwich, sprinkle a
little pepper on top and head over to the microwave:
Put the Philly in the microwave for 45 seconds to
one minute, or until the cheese melts. The end result
makes a good meal for lunch or dinner and is some
thing a little different than anything Sodexo typically
offers.
If you’re feeling even more adventurous, try using
ranch dressing instead of mayonnaise for a little ex
tra zest. When you use what you have creatively, the
possibilities are endless.

Left: Juniors Nic£ Garcia and Bethany Holaway play shuffleboard Jan. 13. Above: Sophomore Ben Prude runs to pick
up a dodgeball during one of the “Got Game?” events.

Nate Spinnie is a sophomore engineering major. He
can be reached a t nkspinnie@ live.olivet.edu.
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Open mi< night
returns after
two-year hiatus
Heather Mead
Staff Writer

‘A n environment
reen Room, Olivet’s without music tends
theatre club, invited
talented students to to be static. I feel like
take their turn at the there is more blood
microphone during an open mic
night in Common Grounds on flow ing through the
Thursday; Jan. 12.
veins o f Olivet again.’

G

“The leaders and I wanted to
have fun,” said junior Emily Dil
lard, the club’s president. “Green
Room is a performance club, and
a lot of members aren’t necessar
ily actors.”
Eight acts accepted the chal
lenge to perform, including indi
viduals or small groups that sang,
played instruments or did both.
Siblings Elizabeth and Ian
Morley teamed up to form the
duo “Denver and the Broncos,”
performing covers such as “Lost
in my Mind” by The Head and
the Heart as well as a few origi
nal songs. During their show
they played acoustic guitars, a
xylophone and a homemade egg
shaker.
Elizabeth explained why the
pair chose to perform.
“We love playing music, and
there’s not a lot of chances like
this, so whenever there is, we
[take advantage of it] | | | |
“Musie^ is just a huge part of
who we are,” Ian Morley added.
Other acts included freshman
Samuel Cullado, 'who playing
electric violin, SOphomore Beth
Eddy, who played ukulele, and
graduate student Joey Ramirez,
who played acoustic guitar.
One of the last acts, sophomore
Meiling Jin, sang a song in Chinese.
“I wanted to do something for
this clifb and be useful,” she said.
“[And] I can bring a Chinese trend
to this performance.?

§ ..
....

........

mem

Some students who participated
in open mic night believe the cam
pus is more alive as a result.
“An environment without mul
sic tends to be static** sophomore
Ian Morley said. “I feel like there
is more blood flowing through the
veins of Olivet again.1 9
Olivet’s last open mic night was
two years ago and inspired this se
mester’s event.
“I think [this year’s show]
turned out well, [though] the
school schedule was already
packed,” Dillard said. ?flt [was]
worth it.”

Above: Sophomore Ian Morley teams up with his sister,
Elizabeth, to perform during open mic night Jan. 12.
Left;. Sophomore Meiling Jin sings a Chinese song to bring
diversity to the night
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to have a healthy future
Rachel Waltz
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may not smoke, be overweight or
have other common risk factors
for breast cancer, you are still at a
high risk if your family has a his
very family has a story. tory of the disease.
Maybe that story in
Things like heart disease, can
volves relatives who cer, stroke, depression, high cho
emigrated from another lesterol and high blood pressure
country or a family farmarepur
also hereditary.
chased by great-great-great-great
By controlling and modifying
grandparents long ago.
other risk factors, you can lower
Stories about your heritage your chances of developing a he
shape your values and your reditary disease. Sometimes it can
dreams. But they also affect your postpone development, of the dis
health.
ease or lessen its severity.
It’s important to consider how
That is why it is a good idea for
the health history of your family young people to know their family
members can shape and determine health histories so they can make
your own health and risk factors lifestyle Changes now that may
for disease.
save their lives later.
Some diseases have risk factors
Some changes might include
that are determined by heredity. diet (like eating less saturated fat);
For example, breast cancer can preventative screenings (like get
run in families. Even though you ting your blood pressure checked)
Contributing Writer

E

and exercise (to lose weight).
So the next time you’re at home,
on the phone with your mom or
sending a family e-mail, be sure to
ask questions about health.
You should know the histories
of your great-grandparents, grand
parents, aunts, uncles, cousins,
parents; and siblings. Write the in
formation down in one place, and
look for conditions that run in the!
family.
If you find a hereditary condi
tion, talk to your doctor about pre
ventive measures you can take or
look up the information on a repu
table website, such as mayoclinic.
com.
You’ll be glad you did.
Rachel Waltz is a nursing major
at Olivet. She can be reached at
rwaltz@ Iive.olivet, edu.
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Make the
most of your
finances in
relationships
Erinn Proehl
C olum nist

It seems like everyone on cam
pus has heard about the GlimmerGlass’s recent opinion piece
on chivalry. While this article is
about relationships, it should be
less controversial.
This is about finances while in
a relationship. Guys, we have all
been there. You know, you’re in
terested in that girl you keep see
ing all over campus, and the per
fect opportunity comes up to ask
her out. You would love to buy
her flowers, take her to a show in
Chicago and eat at a five-star res
taurant, but you can’t even afford
the parking.
Instead, you settle for Common
Grounds with your Flex Dollars.
Don’t worry, it happens to the best
of us.
OK, so maybe you can’t all
relate to this scenario. There are
over 900 on-campus jobs, so some
of us do have a little bit of money
to spend. But often that money
goes to pay for school bills, and it
can still be hard to provide your
honey with the best date she de
serves.

The Comedy Sportz team invites two audience members to play a game in which they move the players’ limbs to fit the
action of the story during the show on Jan. 10.

Comedy improv group
gets semester rolling
Luverta Reames

‘What’s the best way

to make it through
a relationship when
the only thing in your
pocket is a hole?’
Ladies, your boyfriend wants
to pay for everything. He would
love to buy you all the nicest
things, take you to the best places
and give you a dozen roses every
time he sees you. But when he is
getting $7.25 an hour to scrub the
Chapman toilets, it’s a little hard
to accomplish.
What’s the best way to make
it through a relationship when
the only thing in your pocket is a
hole?
The answer is communication.
Talk about it. Don’t be shy about
letting your girlfriend know where
you are financially. Also, don’t
feel like you’re obligated to pay
for all females.
Gentlemen, a good rule of
thumb is: If you invite her out and
you want it to be a date, make sure
you pay. If it’s not a date, save
your money. Don’t feel obligated
to buy her everything; you will
run out of cash eventually.
Ladies, please consider be
ing willing, and letting your guy
friends know you’re willing, to
pay for your expenses when it
comes to a non-date activity. That
way, guys have more resources to
use when they want to take a girl
out on a romantic date.
And if you don’t know if it’s a
date or not, just ask.
Communication is key.

A ssistant Life Editor

o welcome Olivet students
and transfers back for the
spring semester, Olivet
hosted Comedy Sportz Jan. 10.
Comedy Sportz, the longest
running short-form comedy show
in Chicago, treated students to a
free improv show. Instead of eat
ing in the dining hall, students
gathered in Chalfant and grabbed
food from a buffet provided by
Sodexo before the entertainment
began.
To get the show started, mem
bers of the Associated Student
Council handed out blue and red
glow sticks to divide the audience.
The improv group also divided
into two teams: the Downtown
Chicago Bosses, dressed in red,
versus the Evanston Express in
blue.
Comedy Sportz is a completely
improvised show in which a red
and blue team battle for the audi
ence’s laughter, according to the
group’s Web site, comedysportzchicago.com.
A referee hosts each show and
asks the audience for suggestions

T

for the subject of every scene,
song or game played onstage..
On Jan. 10, the teams played
eight games, two of which used
audience volunteers, who were
rewarded with tickets to the next
Comedy Sportz show in Chicago.
A person sitting in the back
of Chalfant judged the amount
of laughs and cheers each team
received while they performed.
Whichever team got the most au
dience feedback in a given scene
won that scene.
Senior Lydia Linsner was im|j
pressed with the team, as she had
never seen Comedy Sportz before.
“I thought they did a good job.
I had a good time and they were
funnier than I thought they would
be,” she said.
Unlike Linsnej^ junior Michelle
Booker had previously seen the
group perform, but she still en
joyed the show. '
“This was my second time see
ing it, and I thought they were re
ally good,” she said. “I would go
see them again.”

View more photos on our website
at glimmerglass. olivet, edu.

N a tfirf? F in g e rp rin ts
:;The Senior Art Exhibition of::

Stephanie Williams

Free
Shuttle
Service

^ ¿ S A u to m ot/^
Locally Owned

“The Do It Better Shop”

COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV REPA
:;Sr*ratenburg Gaiiary::

1 University Ave.
Bourbonnais, IL

ALL MAKES AND MODELS
560 S. W ashington A ve., K ankakee „10% Parts

COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICE
January 31« • February 13th::

Reception Feb. 2nd
Erinn Proehl is a business admin
istration and economics-finance
major a t Olivet. He can be reached
at eproehl@ jive.olivet.edu.

Sodexo provides a buffet-style meal for students in Chalfant on Jan. 10, in lieu of a meal swipe from Ludwig.

:Sallerytalkwill beginat 7pm:-.
::mW?ftitatcdir.:224-623^906::

Tune Ups * Air Conditioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon lights*
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes*
Alternators & Starters * Overheating*
Alignments * Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks

Discount
w/ONU I.D.

815-

937-9281
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New swim team
makes a splash
¡ ¡ M

David Parker'

» M |,,

i

Staff Writer

When the A-Team announced
they would be building a new Stu
dent Life and Recreation Center, it
was only a matter of time before a
swimming team was created.
And while this new team will
not start competing until fall 2012,
head coach Scott Teeters is already
preparing them for competition.
“It’s been going pretty well,” ju
nior Aaron Buchanan said. “We’re
usually at the [local YMCA] 3 to
5 p.m. every day. The turnout we
have had so far is good.®?
The team continues to take
small steps toward their eventual
debut.
•, “Coach [Teeters] said he is go
ing to start picking up the inten
sity in practices in preparation for
the upcoming season,” freshman
Kevin Osterink said.
The current team is a mix of
swimmers with varying levels of
experience. According to freshl
man Natalie VanDenack, six of
the tl2 swimmers on the team
have had experience in competi
tive swimming while some play
ers haven’t had any.
“[Coach Teeters] wants to give
everyone a chance [to partici
pate],” VanDenack said.
But Teeters is also trying to re
cruit swimmers from across the
country in an effort to form a na|
tionally competitive team.
“I want to bring national tro
phies back to the school,” Teeters
said. “Most of the athletes we’re
bringing in as freshmen [have]
times that exceed NAIA national
qualifying standards.” '
Teeters’ efforts have been met
with praise from his swimmers.
“I love him. Everyone loves
him,” VanDenack said. “He has so
much faith in everyone. When you
have a coach like that, you have
more faith in yourself.”
Osterink agrees.
“He’s a great coach,” Osterink
said. “[He] definitely has a p e ri
sonal relationship with each of the
swimmers, and he’s just a good,
Godly man.’”
The team is looking forward to
having the opportunity to prove,
their preparation has developed
them into a competitive force.
“We are really looking to make
an impact, even though we are a
new team,” Buchanan said.
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Above: Freshman Kamaria Goedhart sprints
the 400-meter dash at the Private College
Invite Jan. 21. Right Junior Marcus Reynolds
attempts to hurdle another victory for the
ONU track team.
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And they're off:
David Parker

Across the board, it’s probablj
the best overall team we’ve had,”
McDowell said. “We have filled in
a lot of holes and shored up indi
vidual event groups. We are a re
ally solid team.”JB
These improvements could help
the team’s chances of accomplish
ing their ultimate goals.
“We want to win conference
again, and place as many indif
viduals in the national meet as we
can,” Boone said.

’m fairly certain I would lose
my validity as a sports colum
nist if I did not write at least
one column on Denver Broncos
quarterback Tim Tebow. However,
to some I may be beating a dead
horse in adding to the plethora of
attention he’s received. Neverthe-.
less, here is my two cents.
Despite my admiration for him,
H will readily agree with the doubt
ers and critics that Tebow is not
the greatest quarterback. And he is
definitely not consistent. I mean,
he threw for 60 yards in the Bron
cos’ final regular season game and
then turned around and threw for
316 yards in their playoff game
against the Pittsburgh Steelers.
But after following his story
for four years, I can’t doubt Tim
Tebow’s heart, on and off the field.
I know a lot of people (espe
cially those who don’t really care
about sports) are critical of all the
attention Tebow has been getting.
While I definitely agree that it is

excessive, Tebow has had the op
portunity to show the world what
following Christ is all about. And
he has been able to challenge
those who should already know.
Over Christmas break, I read
Tebojjf’s autobiography, “Through
My Eyes.” I honestly was not ex
pecting much from the 23-yearold (only two years my senior)^
but I found myself feeling con-4
victed in almost every area of my
life. Over the past few months,
God has been challenging me to
live in such a way as to not waste
the life He has given me, and there
are few people who illustrate that
better than this quarterback.
For starters, I’m pfetty sure if
you were to look up the definition
of “hard work” you’d find next
to it '‘Tim Tebow.” In his book,
Tebow continually referenced one
of his life mottos: “Somewhere
out there he is training and I am
not; and when we meet, he will
win.” Growing up, he vtas the one
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Olivet’s track teams
start indoor seasons

portunities to continue to improve
over the rest of the season. Up
Staff Writer
coming meets include the Indiana
Both of Olivet’s track teams began
Relays at Bloomington, Ind., on
their indoor seasons this month as
Jan. 27 and 28, and the Hoosier
they look to continue their tradi
Hills meet at Bloomington on Feb.
tion of excellence.
10 and 11.
Men’s
Ultimately, Boone noted that
The men’s track team began its
whatever happens, the team is
indoor season with a third-place
continuing to develop and prog
finish out of 11 teams at the Pri
ress toward the future.
vate College Invite at Carthage
“We are a young team, and we
College in Kenosha, Wis., Jan. .14.
are really going to keep getting
Among the notable performances
better,” Boone said.
were freshman Jared Carl’s and
Women’s
sophomore Brian Willoughby’s ‘We are a young
The ladies of Olivet’s track
wins in the 200-meter dash and team, and we are
team started the indoor portion of
800-meter run, respectively.
their |012 season with a secondThese successful performances really going to keep
place finish out o f 11 teams at the
are the result of changes made in getting b e tte r ^
Private College Invite at Carthage
the offseason, such as new mem-S
College in Kenosha, Wis.
bers who will help improve the
Freshman thrower Amy Bluckteam, as well as other teammates
Notable athletes who will help er had a memorable performance,
who improved during the offsea the team do so include freshmen breaking the school’s record in the
son.
Isaac Austin and Bryan Mitchell, weight throw in her first meet as
“The team is very talented,” ju  who were ranked in the top 50 in a Tiger.
nior Kyle Boone said. “We have a the U.S. in pole vaulting in high
These successes have come as a
lot of new freshman who are very school; and Marcus Reynoldsa result of offseason developments
good. A lot of our sprinters and who qualified for the NAIA In that have made the team a stron
field event [teammates] have de door National Meet in March in ger force in the CCAC, according
veloped into better athletes.’»
the 60-meter hurdles at the team’s to junior Kortney Ellingboe.
Head coach Mike McDowell first meet..
“I think we have a pretty tal
agrees.
The team will have more op ented team,” Ellingboe said. “We

I
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training to win. He said he always
felt he had to do more than what
everyone else was doing, always
among the first to arrive on the
field and among the last to leave.
Of course, there is more to
Tebow than just his work ethic.
He uses his platform as a famous
quaterback to share God’s love
with people through interviews
with the media, sharing the gospel
with inmates, or visiting his dad’s
orphanage in the Philippines.
This season his program Wish
15 (W15H) has received a lot of
media attention. Apparently there
are a lot of children with lifethreatening illnesses who dream
to meet Tebow, and he makes it
happen. ESPN’s Rick Reilly re
cently wrote an article about it,
and I found myself fighting back
tears as I read about how Tebow
took time before and after games
to make these children (and even
adults) feel like they were the most
important person in the world.

have a good amount of freshmen
that are able to help the team a
little more.”
Ellingboe, who was named an
NAIA All-American during last
fall’s cross-country season, is
among the members who have
been major contributors to the
team’s success. Others include
sophomore Tara Gonzalez, who
took first in the 800-meter run at
the Private College Invite, and ju |
nior Caitlin McPherson, who held
the old school record in the weight
throw.
But head coach Mike McDow
ell had a more critical look at the
team’s strength in the new season.
“We’ve shored up in some
events, and we are not as solid
as we have been in other events,”
McDowell said. “Our [sprint
group] is going to have a big im
pact on how we score at the na
tional Christian meets, the [NAIA]
national championships and the
CCAC championships.”
Besides the conference and na
tional championships, other meets
coming up include the Indiana
Relays at Bloomington, Ind., on
Jan. 27 and 28, and Hoosier Hills
at Bloomington on Feb. 10 and 11.
One girl whose life-threatening
condition had left her with one
lung e-mailed Reilly about her ex
perience with Tebow: “It was the
best day of my life ... Tim Tebow
gave me the greatest gift I could
ever imagine... Tim taught me to
never give up.”
Tebow told Reilly he didn’t
think he was “adequate” to inspire
her, but he realized that loving
people like her is what is really
important in life.
“Here you are, about to play
a game that the world says is
the most important thing in the
world,” Teboyy said. “And here 1
have a chance to talk to the cool
est, most courageous people ... I
mean, i ’ll give 100 percent of my
heart to win, but in the end, the
thing I most want to do is not win
championships or make a lot o f ;
money. It’s to invest in people’s
lives, to make a difference:”
His example is certainly making
a difference in my life.
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Tigers ready for second half
goal of winning conference and
qualifying for the national tourna
ment,” Phelps said.
But the Lady Tigers will have to
play the rest of the season without
their 2011 NAIA All-American
Justine Espersen
Honorable Mention Danielle PiAssistant Sp o rts Editor
pal. The senior point guard tore
In spite of some self-proclaimed her ACL against Warner Univer
setbacks, the Lady Tigers have sity over the team’s Christmas
seemingly dominated their baskets break trip to Florida. Pipal’s seaball season so far this year, racing son-ending injury was just one of
to a 17-3 record and No. 14 NAIA several injuries and other setbacks
the team has faced this season.
ranking.
But despite these issues, sev
W W e have been doing well and
eral
players have helped the team
working out the kinks to steadily
earn
their 16 wins. Junior Danielle*
improve,19: freshman Ashley WilB
Tolbert has led the Lady Tigers^
son said.
One of those kinks has been try averaging 11.9 points per game.
ing to recreate them§|lves in their Phelps has assisted Tolbert in avr;
play, according To. senior Denita eraging 9.5 points per game and The Tigers huddle up, getting pumped to start their game against St. Francis University
leads the team in rebounds, aver (III.) on Jan. 14. The team won 73-69.
Phelps.
aging
5.9 per game.
“As a team we have been forced
The
Lady Tigers will face Rob
to face unexpected adversity this
ert
Morris?
University (111.) on
season and we are searching for
our new identity, so it has been a Saturday at 1 p.m. The Eagles are
playing togethagr senior Jason a team.”
Justine Espersen
very interesting year,” Phelps said. currently receiving votes in the
One advantage the Tigers have
Newkirk
said. “It’s taken time for
But the Lady Tigers expect to NAIAw&h a 12-6 record.
A ssista n t Sp o rts Editor
everyone to adjust and learn the this semester is the return of se
see success in their conference
nior Brandon Streets .Heirs already
play&’S
games'. They won their first game
The team expects great things making an impact, averaging 13.5
Despite their rocky start to the
in fashion, defeating St. Francis
season, die men’s basketball team for their conference games, points and: 6 rebounds in his first
University (111) 95-68 on Jan. 14.
is ready to dominate the confer though. They have alread|jwon four games.
The Lady Tigers then won their
1“Defensively* [Streets] has
ence games as they stand 10-9 af their first conference game against
second conference game against
.University of St. Francis (111.) and llelped us out a lot. His experience
ter winning three straight games.
rival St. Xavier University, stun
The Tigers’ 7-7 record at Christ-? lost in an overtime thriller to St. helps too with our team,” Bennett
ning the No. 13 team 119-78. It
mas break showed the struggle the Xavier University (111.) on Tues said.
was the first time any of the play
: Senior Antonio Marshall has
team had in the first half of the day.
ers and only the second time in 12
proved once again to be a major
season.
years any Oliydy women’s team
component to the team as well,
has been harder this season
had won at St. Xavier,
4It’s taken time fo r
averaging 16.4 points per game.
because we have less experienced
“The sMXavier game was a
Fellow senior Jake Hasselbring
players. We have to rely on each everyone to adjust
huge win for us,” junior Rachel
has also proved to be a major
other a lot more ana expect each
Kearney said. “We’re finally start
contributor, averaging 10.6 points
[person] to step into [their] role and learn the p la ys/
ing to really come together and
and leading the team with 6.8 re
as a player and as a team,” senior
play Tigerball.” .
“I’m very excited about the con bounds.
GLE. Benhett said.
There are high hopes for the
The Tigers will fhee confer
Of the 18 players on the team, ference games, I know we had a
women’s basketball team, expect
10 are freshmen. Veteran players little rough patch, but I believe in ence rival Robert Morris Univer
ing to bring a CCAC champion
have had to step into leadership ¡¡Coach [Ralph] Hodge’s system,” sity (111.) at home on Saturday.
ship.
roles for the team to bring it to Bennett said. “We can come out Robert Morris is ranked No. 3 in
■ W e are excited to play conferfl
on top if we put forth extra effort the NAIA and currently leads the
gether as a unit.
ence games [even though thsjjjwill
“Not only are we a young team, and knowhow to close out games CCAC. Tip-off is scheduled for 3
be more competitive. We will need Senior Holly Schacht shoots
but we also aren’t as experienced and collectively come together as p.m. following the women’s garnet
to elevate our game to reach our a three on Jan. 14.

Women's team
fights adversity

Men's basketball hopes to dominate CCAC games
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Catching up with Denita Phelps
Rachel Kearney
Sp o rts Editor

Q: How many years have you
been playing basketball?
A: I’ve been playing for about
13 years.

Q: Most embarrassing moment
in basketball?
A: During my junior year at ONU
I dribbled the ball off my foot and
I couldn’t take the wide-open iayj?]
up. Or when Coach Porter called
me out in a huddle and asked me
what “ambidextrous” meant and j |
gave him a blank stare.

Q; Did yon play any other
sports?
A: In my career I have p artici Q: Pre-game rituals?
pated in cross-country, soccer A: My only pre-game ritual is not
to have a ritual.
and track.
Q: What was your biggest ac
complishment in basketball?
A: My biggest accomplishment
in basketball has been continu
ing to play after completely, tear
ing my Achilles [tendon].
Q: Favorite sport memory?
A: One of my favorite sports
memories is when I chased be
hind a girl who was about to
get a wide-open lay-up until I
screamed at her and she com
pletely missed the backboard.

Q: What music do you play be
fore a game to get pumped up?
A: Anything that has Lil Wayne
on the track or reminds me of him.
Q: Favorite cereal?
A: Frosted Flakes.
Q: Favorite cartoon?
A: My favorite is an old one, “Pin
ky and the Brain.”
Q: If you could have any super
hero power, what would it be?

Denita Phelps
Sport: Basketball
Hometown: Hammond, Ind.
Class: Senior
A: To have stretch arms.

Q: If you had 24 hours to do
anything you wanted (money
not an issue) what would you
do?
A: I would TP [toilet paper] as
many houses as I could.
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Men’s Basketball
12/8
St Joseph’s College of Indiana
at Lewis Umversify:(lll.)
12/13 at McKendree University (111.)
12/17 Campbellsville University (Ky.)
12/19 at Purdue University-Calumet (Ind.)
1/9
at Cambellsville University (Ky.)
1/14 ■ University of St. Francis (111.)
1/17
Trinity Christian College (111.)
1/19
at Calumet College of St. Joseph (Ind.)
1/21
Trinity Intemation University (111.)
1/24
at S t Xavier University (111.)
Women’s Basketball
12/9
vs. Georgetown College (Ky.)
112/10 at Shawnee State University (Ky.)
12/12 at Illinois Wesleyan University
12/28 at Warner University (Fla.)
12/29 V s. Emmanuel College (Ga.)
1/7
at Lindenwood University-Belleville
1/14
University of St. Francis (111.)
1/17
Trinity Christian College (111.)
1/19
at Calumet College of St. Joseph (Ind.)
1/21
Trinity Intemation University (111.)
1 1/24
at S t Xavier University (111.)
Men’s Track
1/14
Private College Invite (Kenosha, Wis.)
11/20
Mike Lints Open (Allindale, Mich.)
Women’s Track
1/14
Private College Invite (Kenosha, Wis.)
1/20
Mike Lints Open (Allendale Mich.)
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1 % 63-68
L , 5 3 -7 9

L, 60-75
L, 77-87
W, 74-69
L, 64-73
W, 73-69
W, 92-65
W, 75-67
W, 99-65
L, 87-90
W, 108-92
L, 77-93
L, 98-126
W, 95-61
W, 106-83
W, 110-78
W, 97-72
W, 95-68
W, 107-66
W, 121-80
W, 119-89
3rd of 13
Not scored
2nd of 11
Not scored
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'More than
just ice bags'
Students learn to treat athletes through
O livet’s athletic training program
Rachel Kearney
Sports Editor
In the world of athletics, injuries
are;. inevitable. Athletes break
bones, tear muscles and liga
ments, and get concussions, just
to name a few. Yet for this reason,
there is a group of individuals that
is vital to any team and yet is often
overlooked.
They are athletic trainers. Olivet
not only has hired athletic trainers,
but also 16 students studying to
make a career of treating athletes.
, “It’s a really good program,
said senior athletic training major
Micah Gerhart. “Because of the
way I was taught, I know pll be
successful in my future endeav
ors.”
Gerhart added that Olivet’s pro
gram is well ahead of other under
grad programs, particularly be
cause of its facilities, equipment
and connections with the Chicago
Bears and Oak Orthopedics. Ger
hart personally has worked with
Oak during his time here and will
intern with the Bears this summer.
The athletic training program
begins students’ sophomore year,
after they go through an applica
tion process at the end of their
freshman year, according to junior
Alyssa Wilkins.
Their sophomore year is fo
cused on learning through ob
servation, as they shadow older
students||graduate assistants or
approved clinical ' instructors
(ACIs). They have four six-week
rotations during which they work
with a specific trainer and team.
After spending a year observ
ing, students are then assigned
12-week rotations with two spe
cific sports during their junior and
senior years. They are responsible
for taking care of the team they
are assigned to, which includes

anything from taping ankles to
designing rehabilitation programs
for individual injured athletes.
Wilkins explained that students
are able to do more as they are
tested in certain skills. By their
senior year they are able to do
almost everything necessary to
treat athletes. She also said each
student is assigned to the football
team (which requires the biggest
time commitment out of all Olivet
sports) at least once during their
time at Olivet.
For Gerhart, one of the best parts
of his education was the hands-on
approach the faculty takes.
“I got to learn in the classroom
and then do what I had learned
that afternoon,” he said.
The work these students put
into their education does not go
unnoticed by Olivet athletes.
“I love them; they’re great,?
said junior soccer player Kelsey
Warp. “They help athletes on the
road to recovery.”
Senior tennis player Billy Ratthahao agreed.
K f‘They really know what they’re
doing,” he said.
It is helping athletes like Warp
and Ratthahao that makes the
work of trainers like Gerhart and
Wilkins most rewarding.
' 'fT want to get up every day and
do something I love,9 Gerhart
said. “One of my favorite parts Senior Dana Clausing tapes Alex Smith’s ankle before a workout as grad assistant Alex
is being able to help athletes get Smith looks on.
back to where they were before
they got hurt and have success..’®®
For Wilkins, who felt God call
%
■
ing her to athletic training after a
serious injury in high school and
S B
saw her trainers’ work firsthand,
^ S p j l j MB
athletic training is also about re
^ jf * ; ÍS
íá p i
/•lationships.
-•=ÿÆÊ
m
“You get to meet so many peo
ple and be there for them when
they’re most vulnerable,” she said.
“We’re more than just ice bags.”

Sophomore Mackenzie Stephens (left) helps freshman Liz
Link with her rehabilitation.
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